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Abstract 29 
Heckel analysis is a widely used method for the characterisation of the compression behaviour 30 
of pharmaceutical samples during the preparation of solid dosage formulations. The present 31 
study introduces an optical version of the Heckel equation that is based on combination of the 32 
conventional Heckel equation together with the linear relationship defined between the 33 
effective terahertz (THz) refractive index and the porosity of pharmaceutical tablets. The 34 
proposed optical Heckel equation allows us to firstly, calculate the zero-porosity refractive 35 
index, and secondly, predict the in-die development of the effective refractive index as a 36 
function of the compressive pressure during tablet compression. This was demonstrated for 37 
five batches of highly porous functionalised calcium carbonate (FCC) excipient compacts. The 38 
close match observed between the estimated in-die effective refractive index and the 39 
measured/out-of-die effective THz refractive index confirms the validity of the proposed form 40 
of the equation. By comparing the measured and estimated in-die tablet properties, a clear 41 
change in the porosity and hence, the effective refractive index, due to after-compression elastic 42 
relaxation of the FCC compacts, has been observed. We have, therefore, proposed a THz-based 43 
compaction setup that will permit in-line monitoring of processes during tablet compression. 44 
We envisage that this new approach in tracking powder properties introduced in this 45 
preliminary study will lead to the onset of further extensive and detailed future studies.   46 
Keywords: Heckel law; pharmaceutical tablet; elastic relaxation; porosity; terahertz refractive 47 
index 48 
1.! Introduction 49 
The numerous advantages that come with the use of pharmaceutical tablets have led to 50 
significant investments by the pharmaceutical industry into the study of powder compaction as 51 
well as controlling the quality of the finished products. Typical pharmaceutical tablets are 52 
composed of several excipient and active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) particles that 53 
undergo a vast complexity of processes during compression. The initially loose powder bed 54 
undergoes dramatic changes as a function of the relative density due to the force of compaction 55 
applied by the tablet punch. These changes include particle rearrangements, elastic and plastic 56 
deformation as well as brittle fracture of particles depending on their mechanical properties. 57 
Moreover, porosity, distribution of internal stress and density (Kawakita and Ldde, 1971; 58 
Ryshkewitch, 1953) as well as the crystal habit of a drug (Rasenack and Mller, 2002) affect 59 
the tableting behavior and the quality properties of the finished tablet.  60 
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Despite sustained research into powder compaction there are still open questions regarding the 61 
complex nature of tableting processes. It is still challenging to successfully predict the 62 
properties of the end-tablet product even when all the compositions of the powder mixture are 63 
exactly known. Over the past decades a number of experimental techniques and a wide variety 64 
of compaction models (elik, 1992; elik and Marshall, 1989; Krycer et al., 1982; Paronen, 65 
1986; Salleh et al., 2015; Sun and Grant, 2001) have been developed and utilised to characterise 66 
compression behaviour, i.e. compressibility, compactibility, and pressure susceptibility of 67 
pharmaceutical powders. These models are mostly empirical and define criteria to guide the 68 
rational selection of suitable excipients to meet the desired properties of the dosage form. 69 
However, many of these models are valid within a restricted range of compaction force and 70 
can only describe the compaction process of specific pharmaceutical materials (elik, 1992; 71 
Kolařk, 1994; Van Veen et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2005). 72 
The most widespread models are described in terms of the Heckel equation (Heckel, 1961a, 73 
1961b), the Kawakita equation (Ldde and Kawakita, 1966), the Drucker-Prager-Cap model 74 
(Han et al., 2008), the modified Heckel equation by  Kuentz and Leuenberger (Kuentz and 75 
Leuenberger, 1999) and the approach according to Cooper and Eaton (Cooper and Eaton, 76 
1962). The Heckel model, which is by far the most popular in the field of powder compression, 77 
is of special interest for the present study. Although several authors have highlighted a number 78 
of limitations (Rue and REES, 1978) and have proposed modified versions of the Heckel model 79 
(Stirnimann et al., 2014), its chief merit is its simplicity together with the readily available 80 
reference dataset for different kinds of pharmaceutical materials. This makes the analysis and 81 
comparison of different pharmaceutical materials more convenient when the Heckel equation 82 
is adopted.  83 
Based on the inevitable need for an analytical model during the preparation of solid dosage 84 
formulations, the present study considers the Heckel equation but introduces an optical-related 85 
version, which is henceforth referred to as Òoptical HeckelÓ. The proposed optical Heckel 86 
concept originates from the linear correlation observed between the terahertz (THz) based bulk 87 
refractive index (effective refractive index) and the bulk porosity of pharmaceutical tablets 88 
(Bawuah et al., 2016b; Markl et al., 2018a). With terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-89 
TDS), the effective refractive index, which is a function of the total porosity of a given tablet, 90 
can be measured in a nondestructive and contactless fashion within seconds. Based on the 91 
unique advantages associated with optical/THz based measurement techniques, we believe that 92 
this new optical Heckel equation can serve as a complementary model for rendering 93 
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comprehensive insight into the processes and compaction mechanisms of pharmaceutical 94 
powders.    95 
Pharmaceutical industry is currently under transition from traditional batch manufacture to 96 
continuous manufacture (Lee et al., 2015; Nasr et al., 2017). One improvement that is usually 97 
coupled with continuous manufacture is continuous process monitoring using Process 98 
Analytical Technology (PAT) tools. A key to successful implementation of real-time release 99 
(RTR) is the ability to monitor processes continuously based on real-time analysis and control 100 
of the manufacturing process. Since the compaction process is one of the key operations in a 101 
continuous manufacturing plant, it is particularly important to control the physical and 102 
chemical properties of tablets. RTR testing is only possible on the basis of a firm understanding 103 
of the process and the relationship between process parameters, material attributes and product 104 
attributes (European Medicines Agency, 2012). A robust physical model that is sensitive 105 
enough and intuitive to use is a key requirement to design and control tablets with 106 
required/specific out-of-die properties. This is possible by utilising observed relations between 107 
THz-TDS and important tablet parameters, as we have reported in our previous THz-TDS 108 
based experiments (Bawuah et al., 2016a, 2016b, 2014a, 2014b, Chakraborty et al., 2017, 2016, 109 
Markl et al., 2017a, 2017b). 110 
Here, we verify the validity of the proposed optical Heckel method using a two-phase 111 
pharmaceutical compact consisting of air-filled pores and a solid material, in the form of a 112 
recently developed excipient, functionalised calcium carbonated (FCC), chosen due its 113 
complex porous particle behaviour unlike that of other commonly used solid excipients. This 114 
excipient presents a more challenging case study for applying conventional modelling 115 
approaches.  116 
The present study also investigates the existence of elastic relaxation of the FCC compacts after 117 
compression based on their in-die and out-of-die porosity as well as height values. To further 118 
ascertain the influence of the elastic relaxation on the optical properties of tablets during and 119 
after compression, this study estimates the in-die effective refractive index based on the 120 
proposed optical Heckel method and compares to the measured counterpart. Elastic relaxation 121 
during (Anuar and Briscoe, 2009) and after (Baily and York, 1976) ejection has major influence 122 
on, especially, the mechanical and microstructural properties of the finished tablets. We believe 123 
that by successfully introducing these optical methods through a carefully engineered 124 
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compaction setup, it is possible to realise in-line quality control of each tablet during and after 125 
compression. 126 
2.! Theory 127 
The conventional Heckel equation (Heckel, 1961a, 1961b) describes the relationship between 128 
the logarithmic inverse of the porosity, � = 1 − � with � as the relative density, and the applied 129 
compressive pressure, �. The Heckel equation was derived based on the assumption that the 130 
in-die densification of the bulk powder obeys first order kinetics as,  131 
ln )∗+, = −ln� = �� + �                                                                                                      (1)  132 
where K is a constant of proportionality describing the development of a log-linear response of 133 
the structure to the application of pressure, i.e. the Heckel slope, and A is an intercept constant 134 
describing densification by particle movement and rearrangement. The inverse of � is the mean 135 
yield pressure and it represents the limit of plastic deformation of materials or the resistance of 136 
a material to deformation (Hersey and Rees, 1971). 137 
The measurement of the refractive index of tablets via THz-TDS has been studied extensively 138 
using both the frequency-domain (Bawuah et al., 2016b; Markl et al., 2017b) and time-domain 139 
analytical approaches (Bawuah et al., 2016b, 2014a; Markl et al., 2017b). The bulk THz 140 
refractive index measured for a given tablet is also referred to as the effective refractive index 141 
(neff) due to the multicomponent nature of a typical pharmaceutical tablet (Bawuah et al., 142 
2014a). Based on empirical evidence, a linear correlation between the effective refractive index 143 
and the porosity of pharmaceutical tablets composed of different materials and covering a wide 144 
range of porosities was observed (Markl et al., 2018a). 145 
�122	(�) = �(0) + (1 − �(0))�                                                                                               (2) 146 
where n(0) represents the zero-porosity refractive index, i.e. the inherent refractive index of the 147 
the solid material constituent in the absence of any imperfections or porosity. During data 148 
acquisition, nitrogen gas was used to purge the sample compartment to reduce the effect of 149 
water vapor on the terahertz transmission measurement and hence, the unity in Eq. (2) 150 
represents the refractive index of air/nitrogen gas (nair =1). Eq. (2) is called the zero-porosity 151 
approximation (ZPA) method, which is a complementary method, vis-a-vis effective medium 152 
theory (EMT), for the estimation of the porosity from known neff of a given tablet (Markl et al., 153 
2017b). However, the estimation of porosity of pharmaceutical tablets using Eq. (2) is outside 154 
the scope of this study. In the present study, we intend rather to monitor the in-die development 155 
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of neff during the compression process using Eq. (2). With a compaction simulator, it is possible 156 
to measure the in-die porosity based on in-die densification of the bulk powder, i.e. change in 157 
the relative density with respect to increasing compressive force. Equation (2), therefore, serves 158 
as the basis for the derivation of the proposed optical counterpart of the Heckel law. From Eqs. 159 
(1) and  (2) we can solve the following expression for the pressure dependent effective 160 
refractive index as follows: 161 
�122(�; �) = �(0) − (�(0) − 1)�9(:;<=)                                                                               (3) 162 
From Eq. (3), we claim that neff  is directly proportional to the result of the Heckel law, and 163 
hence it can be used as an alternative or a complementary quantity to ln(1/f). Moreover, based 164 
on the direct use of Eq. (2), i.e. in the derivation of Eq. (3), as well as its applicability for 165 
different types of pharmaceutical powders (Markl et al., 2018a), we propose that the optical 166 
Heckel model can serve as a complemetary general model for characterising the compaction 167 
beviour of different types of pharmaceutical powders. The compression process can be treated 168 
as an adiabatic thermodynamic process, where all the thermodynamic variables, such as, 169 
volume, pressure and absolute temperature (T) are subject to change. In a study conducted by 170 
Wurster and Buckner (Wurster and Buckner, 2012), compaction-induced thermodynamic 171 
changes during the compression of anhydrous lactose, a common pharmaceutical excipient, 172 
has been characterised.  173 
To tackle the mechanisms involved in the compression process of the powder bed rigorously, 174 
one should take into consideration the effect of temperature and pressure on the neff (Wax and 175 
Cleek, 1973). However, taking into consideration the temperature dependent neff will yield a 176 
quite challenging situation due to the  porous nature of a tablet, which comprises both solid 177 
medium and air. In principle, the solid skeleton could be treated by invoking the Mie-Grneisen 178 
model and considering air as an ideal gas similar to dealing with the state equation of highly 179 
porous materials with closed and isolated pores (Belkheeva, 2015). Even with this assumption, 180 
it is still quite cumbersome to derive the equation of state for pharmaceutical compacts due to 181 
their complex nature, i.e. a typical tablet consists of API and various excipient particles as well 182 
as both isolated and connected pores. Based on the abovementioned difficulties, this study 183 
employs a simple expression as given in Eq. (3) to powder compression. In parallel, we wish 184 
to remark that it is possible, in principle, to gain experimental information on both the 185 
temperature and pressure dependence of effective refractive index (Wax and Cleek, 1973). 186 
Nonetheless, the ZPA refractive index, n(0), used in the calculations of this study is obtained 187 
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at normal atmospheric pressure and at room temperature. Obviously, for rigorous analysis of 188 
the in-die data, the zero porosity  refractive index n(0) should be replaced by high pressure and 189 
absolute temperature dependent zero porosity  refractive index, n(0, p, T), which corresponds 190 
to the thermodynamic state of the compact inside the die. However, the thermodynamically 191 
dependent  refractive indices of the FCC compacts are unknown. Therefore, the present study 192 
utilises the estimated zero porosity  refractive index, n(0). 193 
3! Materials and Methods 194 
3.1!Materials 195 
The training set of powder compacts was prepared from FCC (Omyapharm¨; Omya 196 
International AG, Oftringen, Switzerland). The FCC powder is composed of core-shell 197 
structured particles in which agglomerated ultrafine calcium carbonate particulates are 198 
surrounded by lamellae of hydroxyapatite, thus forming a dual porosity compact. A detailed 199 
discussion on the formation of FCC (a highly porous plate-like, nanometre thick lamellar 200 
structure of high surface area) has been reported previously (Markl et al., 2017b). A typical 201 
pharmaceutical FCC particle consists of a calcium carbonate/hydroxyapatite ratio of 15 % - 202 
20 % calcium carbonate to 80 % - 85 % hydroxyapatite. 203 
3.2!Tableting 204 
With a compaction simulator (PuuMan Ltd, Kuopio, Finland), the FCC powder was directly 205 
compressed into flamt-faced, cylindrical tablets with target height and diameter of 1.5 mm and 206 
10 mm, respectively. A range of final compaction levels were achieved by varying the mass of 207 
material in the tablet, resulting in tablets that spanned a wide range of porosities. The highly 208 
porous nature of the FCC particles permitted the manufacturing of five batches of tablets with 209 
increasing porosity starting from a targeted total porosity of 45 % rising to 65 % in 5 % 210 
increments (Table 1). Each batch consisted of 15 tablets.  211 
During the compaction process, both the upper and lower punch forces as well as upper punch 212 
displacement were logged. Figs. 1(a) and (b) show both the compressive force and 213 
displacement-time profiles for each batch of tablets. The in-die tablet thickness/height at any 214 
compressive pressure (Fig. 1(c)) was tracked as the difference between the lower punch 215 
displacement and the upper punch displacement. It is worth mentioning that during the 216 
calculation of the punch displacement, deformation of the tooling was taken into consideration. 217 
The in-die tablet density was then calculated from the weight and thickness of the tablet at a 218 
given compressive pressure. Given the true density of the material in conjuction with the known 219 
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in-die tablet density, the relative density, and, hence, the in-die porosity, were extracted. We 220 
wish to mention that the in-die paramater extraction approach does not take into account the 221 
elastic relaxation that occurs after the compaction step. The elastic relaxation causes an 222 
increase of the tablet height and porosity, which in turn influences other material parameters 223 
extracted from the fitted Heckel plots (elik, 1992). In a study conducted by Celik and Marshall 224 
(elik and Marshall, 1989), it was observed that the differences in the tablet dimensions due to 225 
the use of the in-die and out-of-die methods significantly influenced the final Heckel plots. 226 
Nonetheless, due to the ease of data collection as well as measurement speed, the in-die 227 
approach is still widely used.  228 
3.3!Methods 229 
Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS): Terahertz time-domain measurements 230 
were acquired using a Terapulse 4000 spectrometer (Teraview Ltd., Cambridge, UK) in 231 
transmission mode. The transmission chamber was purged with dry nitrogen gas throughout 232 
the measurement and the noise was reduced by co-averaging 60 measurements. Each time-233 
domain waveform covered a range of 150 ps using a resolution of 0.1 ps, and the total 234 
measurement time of the co-averaged waveforms was 1.5 min. The effective refractive index, 235 
neff, of a sample can be calculated from these terahertz measurements either by simply 236 
comparing a reference waveform from a known material, e.g. an empty chamber that is purged 237 
with dry nitrogen gas (nair = 1), or by considering the fraction of components of known 238 
refractive index in the tablet under a range of porosities and extrapolating to zero porosity to 239 
provide the reference for scaling. Since the particle size of FCC (12.1 µm) is significantly 240 
smaller than the wavelength, λ = 300 µm, at which we evaluated the refractive index, the 241 
effect of scattering is negligible. Therefore, a reduction in particle size during the compaction 242 
does not influence the refractive index measurements in terms of scattering. In other words, 243 
any dynamic change of sub wavelength particle size is lost. 244 
4! Results and discussion 245 
In this study, both in-die and out-of-die Heckel analysis based on the conventional Heckel 246 
equation and the proposed optical Heckel equation have been performed using compression 247 
data of FCC compacts.   248 
4.1! Conventional Heckel analysis 249 
For the sake of comparison, we have performed both in-die and out-of-die conventional Heckel 250 
plots as shown in Fig. 2. In each case, the compression characteristics of FCC were determined 251 
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by estimating the slope (K) and the intercept (A) from the Heckel plots (Eq. (1)). The linear 252 
portion of the plot was carefully selected to obtained a similar range of compressive pressure 253 
for both the in-die and out-of-die data. To meet this condition, only the set B01 was used for 254 
the in-die log-linear extrapolation analysis. The slope was obtained by fitting a straight line, 255 
whose correlation coefficients (R2) was not less than 0.99, through data points within the 256 
compressive pressure range of around 250 - 370 MPa.  257 
Naturally, one would have expected to observe an overlap of the different curves from the in-258 
die Heckel plots for the various batches, since the batches were compressed with the same 259 
material (FCC). The shift observed in the Heckel plots means that even though the batches 260 
contain the same material, they will have different compression properties, e.g. different slopes 261 
and, hence, different yield pressures. The inconsistencies observed emphasise the fact that the 262 
conventional Heckel law does not take into consideration the pressure susceptibility, which is 263 
quite predominant at high relative densities and pressures (Kuentz and Leuenberger, 1999). At 264 
low pressures the compression process is dominated by particle rearrangements. In effect, 265 
tablets formed at low pressures are essentially particle agglomerates rather than 266 
homogeneously dispersed holes in a solid matrix, as rightly stated by Kuentz and Leuenberger 267 
(Kuentz and Leuenberger, 1999). Hence, it is not surprising to observe significant differences 268 
in the physical behaviour of tablets created at low compressive pressures - in other words 269 
tablets with low relative density or high porosity, as demontrasted in the present study (see Fig. 270 
2). Kuentz and Leuenberger (Kuentz and Leuenberger, 1999), therefore, introduced a threshold 271 
for the porosity or the relative density at which rigidity starts to evolve. That is, a pressure 272 
susceptibility parameter should be taken into consideration for compacts with porosities below 273 
the threshold porosity. In this study, the focus was not to adopt the modified Heckel law 274 
according to Kuentz and Leuenberger (Kuentz and Leuenberger, 1999), hence, the threshold 275 
porosity for the FCC tablets was not estimated. The model in (Kuentz and Leuenberger, 1999) 276 
was invoked just to explain the behaviour of the curves in Fig. 2. Nonetheless, such 277 
modification can easily be implemented later on if needed.  278 
Finally, the differences in values recorded for both K and A in the in-die and out-of-die analyses 279 
are due to the relatively low porosities (see Table 2) used in the in-die analysis compared to 280 
the relative high porosity values for the out-of-die analysis. The increase in porosity values 281 
during the out-of-die analysis is a result of elastic relaxation of the tablets after compression. 282 
To buttress our claim of the possible existence of elastic relaxation of the tablets after 283 
compression, we tabulate and compare both the in-die and out-of-die tablet thicknesses in Table 284 
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2. The percentage relative difference, δJ, between the in-die and out-of-die values of the 285 
porosity and height/thickness of the tablets is given by  286 
δ� = |ΧDΕΦ9ΧΓΗ||ΧΓΗ| × 100                                                                                                                (4) 287 
where J is the tablet parameter, i.e. porosity or height, under consideration, and Jout as well as 288 
Jin are the respective out-of-die and in-die values of the parameter. The results obtained (Table 289 
2) indicate relatively high porosity changes, i.e. significant elastic relaxation after compression, 290 
for the batch formed under high compressive pressure. Similarly, the relative change in height, 291 
as a result of elastic relaxation after compression, is clearly observed for all the batches (Table 292 
2).  293 
4.2!Optical Heckel analysis 294 
Similar analysis, as in the case of the conventional Heckel plots (Fig. 2), were performed using 295 
the optical Heckel concept as given by Eq. (3). In other words, it is possible to predict, using 296 
Eqs. (2) and (3), the development of the effective refractive index during the compressive 297 
process of a pharmaceutical compact.  298 
Two major analytical steps were taken during the optical Heckel analyses. Firstly, the K and A 299 
values, obtained from the in-die conventional Heckel analysis (Fig. 2), were used in addition 300 
to the measured THz effective refractive index and the maximum compressive pressure, to 301 
calculate the in-die zero-porosity refractive index, n(0) = nin(0) given in Table 3. The relative 302 
change between the estimated nin(0) with respect to the already known out-of-die zero-porosity 303 
refractive index, i.e. n(0) = nout(0) = 2.97 for FCC powder (Markl et al., 2017b), was calculated 304 
(Eq. (4)) and tabulated (Table 3). The predicted nin(0) values, as listed in Table 3, are in a good 305 
agreement with the nout(0) = 2.97. 306 
Secondly, by using the average value of the  nin(0), i.e. nin(0) = 3.088 with δn(0) = 3.97 %, in 307 
combination with the known values of K, A and the in-die compressive pressure, the in-die 308 
effective refractive index, neff.in(p;f), defined by Eq. (3), was calculated and compared to the 309 
out-of-die effective refractive index, neff.out (see Fig. 3). Also, the in-die effective refractive 310 
index at maximum compressive pressure, neff,in(pmax), is compared to the measured (out-of-die) 311 
THz effective refractive index, neff.out (Table 3). The black dots in Fig. 3 indicate the neff.in. 312 
A close match is observed between the in-die and the out-of-die effective refractive index as 313 
shown in Fig. 3 where the calculated in-die effective refractive index data nicely fits the data 314 
of the out-of-die effective refractive index. The calculated low relative change, δneff, of the 315 
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effective refractive index (Table 3) also attests to the observed close match between the in-die 316 
and the out-of-die effective refractive index, which proves the accuracy of the estimated ZPA 317 
n(0) using this newly proprosed optical Heckel method. In other words, the proposed optical 318 
Heckel method can serve as a complementary method to the ZPA method for accurate 319 
prediction of the zero-porosity refractive index of tablets. However, the relative low differences 320 
observed between the values of the calculated in-die effective refractive index, neff.in, and the 321 
measured/out-of-die effective refractive index (neff.out), might be attributed to the presents of 322 
elastic relaxation of the tablets after compression. Additionally, the use of the simple ZPA n(0) 323 
in the calculations without taking into consideration the effect of the relatively high in-die 324 
temperature and pressure during compression, as already mentioned in section 2, can be a 325 
contributing factor to the observed relative change in the effective and intrinsic refractive 326 
indices. Finally, differences in the moisture content of the samples, as well as experimental 327 
errors during the in-die and out-of-die measurements, can significantly contribute to the 328 
observed discrepancies in the refractive indices.  329 
The above promising experimental observation in addition to the zero offset in the optical 330 
Heckel plots (Fig. 3) suggest the validity of the linear relation between neff and f as defined in 331 
Eq. (2) and utilised in Eq. (3). In other words, the purely experimental data gives support to the 332 
theoretical models given in Eqs. (2) and (3). The effective refractive index is a basic optical 333 
property that can be measured easily by terahertz time-domain technology (Bawuah et al., 334 
2016a, 2016b, 2014a, 2014b, Chakraborty et al., 2017, 2016, Markl et al., 2017a, 2017b). This 335 
makes terahertz spectroscopy a promising PAT tool for in-line applications in the 336 
pharmaceutical industry.  337 
Fig. 4 summarises and compares all the estimated relative changes, i.e. porosity, height, 338 
effective refractive index, and intrinsic refractive index, that might be caused by the after-339 
compression elastic relaxation of the FCC compacts. There is clearly a change in the porosity 340 
as well as effective refractive index due to elastic relaxation. However, the observed relative 341 
change in the porosity is not directly correlated to that of the effective refractive index, which 342 
buttresses our previous speculation that, aside porosity; thermodynamic parameters, e.g. 343 
temperature, have significant influence on the effective refractive index of pharmaceutical 344 
tablets, especially during compression. Similarly, the change in the porosity is not directly 345 
correlated to the tablet thickness change (Fig. 4). The change in the effective refractive index 346 
and porosity clearly indicates the influence of elastic relaxation on the pore structure. This will 347 
in turn impact the liquid uptake rate that is part of the disintegration process of pharmaceutical 348 
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tablets (Markl et al., 2018b). This post-compaction variation of the pore structure will also 349 
directly affect the dissolution performance. It is thus of great importance to understand the 350 
elastic relaxation effect in the light of quality control Ð dissolution studies may yield different 351 
results when conducted right after compaction compared to them performed several days or 352 
weeks after manufacturing. Moreover, the elastic relaxation is a critical mechanism in 353 
continuous manufacturing as the change in tablet volume may cause cracks in the subsequently 354 
applied coating, which may render the coating function, e.g. improving the appearance, 355 
masking an odour, modifying the release characteristics, useless. 356 
The close match between the values of the calculated and measured refractive index is an 357 
indication of the possibility to conduct optical Heckel analysis using THz technology. By 358 
engineering a compaction setup coupled with terahertz pulse imaging (TPI), it would be 359 
possible, in principle, to measure the in-die refractive index at a given compressive force as 360 
illustrated in the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 5. With the known in-die refractive index, 361 
we can extract the values of K and A from a ln(neff(p;f)) versus compressive pressure plots (Eq. 362 
(3)). One advantage of the proposed optical Heckel analysis over the conventional Heckel 363 
analysis is the use of a basic optical property, i.e. refractive index that can be measured directly 364 
by THz means. At present, there are no good techniques available to measure porosity in-die 365 
(except maybe the use of in situ ultrasound approach), hence, the porosity used in the 366 
conventional Heckel plots is mostly calculated from the bulk and true densities of a given 367 
powder material. However, accurate measurements of the true density of pharmaceutical 368 
powder, especially hydrates, by using helium pycnometry, has raised major concern (Sun, 369 
2004). It is important to mention that, currently, the use of the THz-TDS in the detection of the 370 
effective refractive index of pharmaceutical tablets is limited to out-of-die method only. 371 
Nevertheless, the relatively good match between the calculated (in-die) and measured (out-of-372 
die) refractive index data shows the power of the proposed optical Heckel law to estimate K 373 
and A accurately from a non-contact measurement of THz pulse under standard condition 374 
(atmospheric pressure). Finally, aside from confirming the validity of the linear relation (Eq. 375 
(2)), the close similarity of the calculated (neff.in) and measured (neff.out) data also means that 376 
both in-die and out-of-die porosity of tablets can now be estimated from their THz refractive 377 
index data without using the current not ideal true density approach. 378 
5.! Conclusions 379 
This study has successfully introduced and practically demonstrated the newly proposed optical 380 
Heckel concepts for fast, non-invasive and accurate characterisation of the compression 381 
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behaviour of FCC compacts. As a case study, five batches of compressed FCC compacts with 382 
different porosity levels were used in the study. The proposed optical Heckel equation was 383 
derived based on modified mathematical models formulated as a result of our previous THz-384 
TDS experiments. Close correlations were observed between the in-die and out-of-die optical 385 
Heckel analyses without any significant offsets. The close match between the values of the 386 
predicted effective THz refractive index, i.e. based on the optical Heckel equation, and the 387 
measured THz refractive index of the FCC compacts has shown the feasibility of replacing the 388 
porosity with the effective THz refractive index during Heckel analysis. We will work on 389 
extending the optical Heckel concept to other popular models such as Leuenberger, and 390 
Kawakita using different pharmaceutical materials and biconvex tablets.   391 
The present study has also investigated the existence of elastic relaxation of FCC compacts 392 
after compression based on the differences observed in both their in-die and out-of-die porosity 393 
as well as height values.  Furthermore, the study has highlighted the effect of after-compression 394 
elastic relaxation on the optical properties, i.e. effective refractive index, of FCC compacts 395 
using the newly proposed optical Heckel method. Based on a comparison between the 396 
calculated in-die effective refractive index and the measured out-of-die effective refractive 397 
index, a clear change in the effective refractive index of the FCC compacts has been observed. 398 
The relative change in the effective refractive index is attributed partly to elastic relaxation and 399 
partly to thermodynamic effects as well as possible experimental errors.  400 
Finally, the proposed optical Heckel method can serve as a complementary method to the ZPA 401 
method for accurate prediction of the zero-porosity refractive index of pharmaceutical tablets. 402 
Hence, as an initiator of future study, the present work proposes a compaction setup that will 403 
allow in-line process monitoring using THz technology.  404 
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Table 1 527 
Tablet batch m (mg) Hout (mm) D (mm) fout (%) 
B01 217±2 1.67 10.04 45.50±0.52 
B02 190±2 1.64 10.03 50.27±0.50 
B03 168±2 1.63 10.02 55.72±0.40 
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B04 147±2 1.62 10.02 61.02±0.93 
B05 122±2 1.61 10.00 67.35±0.79 
Table 1: A list of the out-of-die properties of the five batches of FCC tablets. The tablet 528 
geometry was that of flattop cylindrical, having an axial height, Hout, diameter, D, weight, m, 529 
and the calculated nominal porosity, fout, derived from the true density and bulk density. The 530 
instruments used for measurement of weight, dimensions as well as the porosity calculation 531 
have been described in our previous study (Markl et al., 2017b). 532 
Table 2 533 
Tablet batch fin (%) δf (%) Hin (mm) δH (%) 
B01 44.04 3.32 1.60 4.37 
B02 49.95 0.64 1.56 5.13 
B03 55.56 0.29 1.57 3.82 
B04 60.97 0.08 1.55 4.52 
B05 67.36 0.01 1.56 3.21 
Table 2: Estimated in-die values of the average porosity and average height of the five batches 534 
of FCC compacts. fin is the in-die porosity values at maximum compressive pressure. δf is the 535 
relative change, in percentage, between the out-of-die (see Table 1) and in-die porosity values. 536 
Hin is the in-die tablet height at maximum compressive pressure. δH is the relative height 537 
change, in percentage, between the out-of-die (see Table 1)and in-die data 538 
Table 3 539 
Tablet batch neff.out neff.in δneff (%) nin(0)  δn(0) (%) 
B01 2.152 2.172 0.92 3.053 2.79 
B02 2.029 2.000 1.45 3.149 6.03 
B03 1.916 1.884 1.70 3.164 6.53 
B04 1.798 1.789 0.50 3.111 4.75 
B05 1.669 1.711 2.45 2.964 0.20 
Table 3: A comparison between measured THz effective refractive index (neff.out) and 540 
calculated, i.e. using Eq. (3) effective refractive index based on in-die, neff.in, Heckel analyses. 541 
nin(0) is the calculated zero-porosity refractive index using the in-die K and A values obtained 542 
from the conventional Heckel plots (Fig. 2). δneff is the relative change, in percentage, between 543 
the out-of-die and in-die effective refractive index values whereas δn(0) is the calculated 544 
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relative change in the intrinsic refractive index of FCC using out-of-die, nout(0) = 2.97,  and in-545 
die, nin(0)  refractive indices. Eq. (3), in conjunction with out-of-die effective refractive index 546 
(neff.out), was used for the calculation of the in-die zero-porosity refractive indices tabulated 547 
below. 548 
 549 
Fig. 1. Parameters of the compaction of five batches with varying porosity. (a) The compressive 550 
force- and (b) displacement-time profiles for each batch of tablets during compression. (c) In-551 
die monitoring of the height of the tablets during the compression. The targeted output tablet 552 
height was around 1.5 mm.   553 
 554 
Fig. 2. Conventional Heckel plots for the tablet samples using in-die and out-of-die 555 
measurements. From the log-linear extrapolation (R2 = 0.99) using batch B01 for the in-die 556 
analysis, the values of K = 0.00130 MPa-1 and A = 0.3361 were extracted. Out-of-die analysis 557 
of the five batches of FCC tablets using two points for the log-linear extrapolation yielded K = 558 
0.00076 MPa-1 and A = 0.5050. Only batch B01 was used for the in-die analysis due to the 559 
well-defined linear portion between the pressure range of around 250 Ð 370 MPa, as shown. 560 
This pressure range matches the portion chosen for the log-linear fitting for the out-of-die 561 
analysis. The black dots show the in-die values of ln(1/f) at the maximum compressive pressure 562 
for each batch.   563 
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 564 
Fig. 3. Effective refractive index (neff(p;f)) as a function of the compaction pressure for both 565 
in-die and out-of-die analysis. The parameters K = 0.00130 MPa-1, A = 0.3361, obtained from 566 
the conventional Heckel plots, were used to calculate the neff.in(p;f). For the sake of comparison, 567 
we again plot the out-of-die measured THz refractive index, neff.out, as a function of compressive 568 
pressure. The black dots show the values of neff.in(p;f) at the maximum compressive pressure 569 
for each batch. 570 
 571 
Fig. 4. A comparison of the estimated relative change in the porosity, height, effective 572 
refractive index and intrinsic refractive index with respect to the out-of-die porosity.  573 
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 574 
Fig. 5. Principle of a proposed future compaction setup coupled with a TPI. (a) Shows the very 575 
beginning of the compression process with the force, F1. (b) Indicates an increasing 576 
compressive force, F2, which causes an increase of the refractive index. This designed setup 577 
will monitor the dynamic change of the THz refractive index from the beginning to the end of 578 
the compaction process. 579 
